
Getting a LinkedIn Marketing program up and running is the easy part, but understanding the 
impact on your business goals allows advertisers to get the most from their investment.

MarinOne 
makes LinkedIn 
advertising better

www.marinsoftware.com/linkedin

Connect to Real Business Results
MarinOne’s integration with your downstream 
and o�ine data will connect your LinkedIn 
Marketing programs to actual business results.

Intelligent Analytics and Insights
MarinOne’s advanced analytic tools make it 
easy to see the performance of your LinkedIn 
programs, ask questions of the data and align 
with other paid Search and Social campaigns.

Increased Campaign Performance
By connecting downstream customer data to 
our advanced automated bidding, MarinOne 
can signi�cantly improve the performance of 
your campaigns.

Are you delivering the right 
kind of leads? 

Are your LinkedIn e�orts 
coordinated with marketing in 
parts of your program like 
Google, Microsoft and Amazon?

Are you missing any 
opportunities for better 
performance? 

How do you optimize to the 
down-funnel revenue you are 
driving and not just leads? 

Sophisticated bidding 
solution to improve 
performance

A powerful reporting 
platform that encompasses 
other digital channels

Attribution and 
optimization towards 
downstream o�ine 
conversions/revenue

Advanced bidding 
recommendations (including 
AB testing, and automation)

Want to leverage Search 
signals to retarget/build 
lookalikes on LinkedIn



www.marinsoftware.com/linkedin

Since 2006, Marin Software has been helping advertisers get optimal results from over $40B in Paid Search, 
Social, Display and eCommerce advertising. Working in combination with publisher-provided tools, 
MarinOne helps advertisers leverage their proprietary data to improve performance with powerful 
automation and optimization tools.

Powerful
Reporting

Integration with O�ine / Downstream conversions events from CRM systems

Advanced Analytical Grids providing �exible reporting within and across LinkedIn 
Campaigns with unlimited data retention

Cross-channel reporting for other paid channel: Search, Social and eCommerce

Custom columns to de�ne the KPIs that matter to your business

Pivot-table Rollup and Tagging using Dimensions

Easy data visualization and Powerful Dashboards

Automated Recurring Data Export Capabilities (Excel, Google Sheets)

Seamless integration with BI Tools (Tableau, Google Data Studio, etc.)

Automated Alerting Based on changes in account performance

Automated bidding to large array of business goals (Cost per lead, Return on Ad 
Spend, Weighted KPIs etc) leveraging advanced machine learning

Custom Bid Modi�ers enables MarinOne bidding to respond to external signals

Creative A/B Testing to identify the best performing creatives

Budget Pacing and Forecasting to help the most out your investments

Performance Insights and Recommendations

Search Intent Targeting to re�ne messaging

Optimization
Suite

PUBLISHERS       CAMPAIGNS       GROUPS       KEYWORDS       AUDIENCES       ADS       PRODUCTS

Demo – Client Name

+ Multiple Publishers (5)

Account

Google - Shopping Ads

Microsoft - Search Ads

Google - Search Ads

LinkedIn Ads

Amazon - Sponsored Products

Facebook Ads

Search Console - SEO

Amazon – Sponsored Brands

Publisher Impressions

4,234,626

73,886

29,442

3,661

2,811

2,565

492

Clicks

647,955

7,042

9,704

105

1,094

262

188

155

Publisher Cost

12,135.20

5,627.10

17,302.92

682.20

196.67

515.83

0.00

29.75

CTR %

16.73%

8.47%

13.13%

0.36%

29.88%

9.32%

7.33%

31.50%


